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The Moscow International Symposium on Magnetism (MISM) was held at Moscow State
University in 1999, 2002, 2005, 2008 and 2011. The latter meeting MISM-2011 had
gathered more than 750 scientists from 44 countries. From the first MISM-1999, the
Symposium keeps the status of the largest international meeting on magnetism among
those taking place in Russia. The Organizing Committee has decided to focus MISM-2014
on the most actual topics of modern magnetism. In addition to plenary talks of tutorial
character and invited talks of leading scientists only top-level original contributions will be
considered by the Program Committee. We also think that it is reasonable to limit the
number of participants to 400-500 people to ensure high quality presentations.

MAIN TOPICS
•

Spintronics and Magnetotransport

•

Magnetophotonics (linear and
magnetophotonic crystals)

•

High Frequency Properties and Metamaterials

•

Diluted Magnetic Semiconductors and Oxides

•

Magnetic Nanostructures and Low Dimensional Magnetism

•

Magnetic Soft Matter (magnetic polymers, complex magnetic
fluids and suspensions)

•

Soft and Hard Magnetic Materials

•

Magnetic Shape-memory Alloys and Magnetocaloric Effect

•

Magnetism and Superconductivity

•

Multiferroics

•

Magnetism in Biology and Medicine

nonlinear

magnetooptics,
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Registration
Participants are requested to make registration via web page http://mism.magn.ru/
before April 1, 2014.

Submission of abstracts
Each abstract must have at least one author who has registered to MISM and who will
present the paper at the Symposium. It is preferred that there will be only one abstract per
registered participant. Each abstract must be submitted via Internet web page
http://mism.magn.ru/users/ before March 15, 2014. File format must be Microsoft Word.
Each abstract is limited to one page in length. All material, including title, authors and
affiliation, text, equations, figures, tables and references must be contained within a
16.5×21.5 cm rectangular area. Center the title of the paper at the top of the page. It should
be typed in capital bold letters. Below give the name(s) of the author(s), and on the next line
the affiliation and address. Skip two lines and start the text. The text must be single-spaced.
All letters should be no smaller than 12 point. The abstracts will be reviewed, and
notification of acceptance/rejection will be emailed by April 15, 2014.

Submission of manuscript
The maximum length of an invited paper is 6 pages. The maximum length of a contributed
paper is 4 pages. A detailed version of instructions to authors will be published in the
second announcement.

Registration fees on site
Participant

350 Euro

Accompanying person

50 Euro

Student

100 Euro

The registration fee includes:
Admission to all scientific sessions;
Conference handbook (Program and Abstracts)
and proceedings;
Welcome party;
Coffee-tea breaks

The registration fee of students and accompanying persons do not include proceedings.
Note that meals, hotel accommodation, Conference Dinner and cultural program are not
included in the registration fee. Lunches are available at cafeterias and restaurants in
University campus. The prices range between 4-5 Euro.
The Organizers have a preliminary agreement with the Russian Foundation for Basic
Research about financial support for participants from Russia. We expect that the
registration fee for residents, which permanently work in Russia, will be 100 Euro.

Payment
All payments in Moscow should be made in Russian Rubles. The registration fee can be
accepted in Euro or US dollars by cash. Foreign currencies are easily exchanged to
Russian Rubles at exchange agencies in many places in the city, including University
campus. You can use also ATM to get Russian currency by most of credit cards.

Letter of invitation
The Organizing Committee will be pleased to send a letter of invitation to any individual
requesting one. It is to be understood that such an invitation is intended to help potential
participants to raise travel funds. Unfortunately, the Organization Committee is unable to
provide any kind of the financial support. You may request such a letter of invitation from the
MISM office. Note that the invitation letter is not the only document to obtain a visa.

Visa
Participants requiring a visa for entry to Russia may get a tourist voucher from the hotel
booking system.

Accommodation
Moscow is ranked as one of the most expensive cities in non-Euro zone for tourists when it
comes to booking the hotel room and room service. The prices range between 70-200 Euro
per night. We hope to find the accommodation for participants as cheap and convenient as
possible. Please, make your reservation via hotel booking system on our web-site (will be
available from January 2014) or make hotel reservation via your travel agency.

Conference Dinner and Cultural Program
We are pleased to welcome you to the Conference Dinner at Restaurant located on the
University campus (price about 50 Euro), sightseeing tour around Moscow by bus, guide
tour around Kremlin, theatres and museums. The special cultural program for
accompanying persons will be organized. The detailed schedule will be placed on the web
pages in May, 2014. Please, email to Conference Office what you would like to see in
Moscow.

Climate and other practical things
Expected daytime temperatures in June vary between 16 and 25 C. The possibility of rainy
weather cannot be excluded. The life in Moscow seems to be more peaceful and
comfortable that one can see on TV or read in newspapers. At least, there were no
incidents with numerous foreign visitors of Moscow State University. Please, do not hesitate
to ask by email any questions concerning your future staying in Moscow

LOOKING FORWARD TO SEE YOU IN MOSCOW!

